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list of hindi movies where she has featured in are as follows: dil bechara (2004), lar priyanka chop

(2007), ram leela (2007), dil to pagal hai (2007), heer unstoppable (2017), dhamaal dhamaal (2011),
jaal: the movie (2011), chak jawana (2011) and manjhi: the mountain man (2012). she has played lead
role in action comedy movie chak jawana : (2011) gangster starrer and pulp fiction style western movie
heer unstoppable (2017) - the remake of the famous 1990 movie by tony scott "unstoppable" (2010).
she played the role of jyoti swarup (rajat kapoor) in 2011 the movie chak jawana. she was awarded

with best director at pink city international films festival in 2017 for film heer unstoppable movie was
also nominated as officials' selection in five international films festivals. in the beginning, one has to

find a common ground for all the parties and work out a consensus. other than this, there isn't much to
connect between the actors or the director to form an effective script. dil bechara pyaar ka maara has
been highly criticized for its weak plot and poor screenplay. coming to the hero, 'siddharth', he looks
like a typical hero of hindi movie. a typical cop with a good physique and a cool-jawed face. the other

two characters make little impression. the film is so empty and unnecessary that one doesn't bother to
even read the script properly. in the climax, the couple's marriage date is set for the climax.at the end,
the plot is full of holes and it is incomprehensible why the couple eloped in the first place. everyone is

to be pitied for the needlessly prolonged foreplay between the protagonists. it is evident that the
director wanted to make a film with a 'dostana' feeling where the couple elopes for a night and gets

back to each other in the end. but her film shows it in a different way by making the heroine leave the
house in the middle of the night! that goes to show that the director has no clue about what the

audience expects from a film and his handling of the story is rather appalling.on the whole, the film is a
typical bollywood masala-style 'dostana' drama. it is just a routine romance with a common kind of
hero and heroine.siddharth is a typical all-round, good-hearted, good-looking police officer, full of

drama.siddharth falls in love with anisha, who happens to be the ex-girlfriend of siddharth's father.
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when siddharth's father gets to know about the love affair, he is furious. there is a marriage proposal
from siddharth's friend nandini, who is a cancer patient. after siddharth's father finds out that siddharth

is in love with anisha, he makes it clear that he does not want siddharth to marry nandini and wants
anisha to marry siddharth. in the next shot, we find siddharth and anisha in the police station. anisha is
innocent and is ready to marry siddharth. however, siddharth agrees to marry his friend nandini.while
the film is going to be shown at the theatres, if a concerned citizen wants to know what it has to offer

in terms of entertainment, he can go to the theatre and watch the film.it seems that whoever made the
movie has no clue about what a film should contain. one of the things that makes up for the film's
loopholes is the music. a song that is the gem of the film is 'lagi deewano kehte ho' sung by lata
mangeshkar. and the song is just perfect for this kind of film.even if one does not understand the

language, this song is a gem that makes one praise the music director for his direction. the film has
music for the climax, which keeps the audience awake. surprisingly, the film ends on a happy note as

the couple marries.
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dil bechara is directed by the director mukesh
chhabra the director of chak de india, chak de gadde
and 2 states. dil bechara stars sushant singh rajput,
sanjana sanghi, gurdeep arora and sachin jotwal. dil

bechara pyaar ka maara movie is getting released by
the particular director mukesh chhabra who is

making his second venture after 3 states, a long time
back. dil bechara is being released by zee cinema

corporation and viacom 18. dil bechara is going to be
a family entertainer. the story of the movie is set in

present times. this family entertainer movie is based
on the eternal love story which will resonate for you.
the music of the film which includes the song "tera
dar lakhon ki" is totally in sync and is going to be a

hit song. it is going to be a wonderful new movie. the
stars like sanjana sanghi and sushant singh rajput

are going to be unique and will emerge as big screen
heroes. here the story goes about a poor guy and a
rich girl who meet for the first time. the chemistry

between the two is superb. now the movie is going to
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be one of the best movies of the year. it is been
extended from its previous duration, so the movie
will be a little long in duration. we will find most of

the originality coming from the charm of the viewers
for the movie. the movie will be a big success as is its

previous movie on the same subject dil bechara
(2015) which was a blockbuster. the music of the film

has been composed by oscar award winner a.r
rahman. the fantastic songs of the movie are given

to alisha christian, sonu nigam, mohit chauhan,
prabhu deva, shankar mahadevan and himesh

reshammiya. the film has been directed by mukesh
chhabra who has a great record of comedy movies
and action movies. he is the director of two most

popular movies of 2015, dil bechara and kahaani 2.
this movie is a remake of 2015's dil bechara which
was a blockbuster. if you enjoyed dil bechara 2015,

you're going to love this remake. it's like dil bechara,
it has got the same cast and same director.
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